Happy 40th birthday BBC Radio
‘The Shipping Forecast’, ‘Six Continents’,
‘From our own correspondent’, ‘Breakfast on
3’, John Peel, ‘Alistair Cooke’, ‘Children’s
Hour’, ‘Uncle Mac’, ‘The Navy Lark’,
‘Hancock’s Half Hour’, ‘The Today
programme’, ‘The Proms’, John Peel,
‘Gardeners’ Question Time’, ‘The Brains
Trust’, ‘Round Britain Quiz’, ‘Take It From
Here’, ‘The News Quiz’, ‘I’m sorry I haven’t a
clue’, ‘The Early Music Show’, ‘Late
Junction’, ‘Front Row’, ‘The Shipping
Forecast’, ‘Just a minute’, ‘File on 4’, ‘Test
Match Special’, ‘Pick of the Pops’, Jack de
Manio and John Humphreys — but most of
all John Peel and ‘The Shipping Forecast’.
Lying in a tent in the Hebrides in 1974,
listening to the rain beating down and the
BBC announcer reading out the Scottish
Shipping Forecast, ‘Machrihanish, Tiree …’.
Driving around in the car anywhere, anytime,
and flicking on Radio 4. Fascinating facts
about far-off places or little thought-about
things to relieve the tedium of motorway
driving. Sunday lunchtimes long ago: family
around the table, giggling to Ha-ha-ha
‘Hancock’s Half Hour’, or to Leslie Phillips’
‘Left hand down a bit’ in ‘The Navy Lark’.
Queries about cotoneaster and alliums on
‘Gardeners’
Question
Time’.
Brian
Johnstone discussing cakes sent in by
listeners to ‘Test Match Special’.
The BBC just is. Even more than the NHS,
it is the institution that defines us, feeds us.
It is assailed from all angles by those who are
jealous of it and want to destroy it: most of
all by Rupert Murdoch. He would impose his
values on us, which are not the values of ‘File
on 4’ and ‘I’m sorry I haven’t a clue’. We
won’t miss it till it’s gone.
Wake up to ‘Breakfast’ on 3; get ready for
bed to ‘Late Junction’. With no
advertisements in between. Priceless.
Radio 2, the old ‘Light Programme’. Its
music was once for housewives and the
deeply untrendy. Except that now its music
is very much my music: Mike Harding’s folk
music; the country music of Bob Harris, and
Nick Barraclough.
Yes, I know some that I’ve mentioned
predate Radios 1–4, but it is all of a piece.
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Where did the old ‘Home Service’ stop and
the new Radio 4 start? A change in name,
that’s all. And Radio 1 forced by the pirates.
‘Round the Horne’. Kenny Everett. But
most of all John Peel and ‘The Shipping
Forecast’.

Neville Goodman
*****
Our weekend rota, years ago, was shared
among six doctors from three practices in
adjacent areas. So, every sixth weekend saw
me car-bound for hours at a time as I
crossed and re-crossed a large part of South
London — and, ever since then, Radio 3 and
Radio 4 have been among my dearest
friends.
Radio 3 meant music; I would get into the
car and switch on to find myself in the middle
of some piece I could not identify. I would
play guessing games as I listened for some
melodic or harmonic clue. Or, there would be
performances of some great works I knew
very well, and I would sing along loudly. All
this sustained me as the hours dragged on.
There were jazz programmes, too, and I can
remember hearing the great Errol Garner
play ‘I’ll remember April’ with such ebullient
bounce and humour that I had to stop the
car in order fully to savour it and to laugh at
the sheer pleasure of it. There were talks,
there were plays — there was none of the
passivity of watching television, for you
conjured up images from sound as you
listened.
I would switch between Radio 3 and Radio
4; between them they never let me down. If
Radio 3 was broadcasting Stockhausen or
Boulez, Radio 4 was sure to have comedy or
something like Melvin Bragg being
fascinatingly polymathic; similarly, if Radio 4
was overdosing me with show-business
trivia, then Radio 3 would have Bach or
Brahms or Bruckner to keep me happy. And
it has continued thus, on car journeys; as I
hammer away at my computer; as I try to
cook, or as I just sit down to listen ... Radio
3 and Radio 4, my friends for life.

Michael Lasserson

*****
Radio 4 was the BBC Home Service, and
may be again if in times of national
emergency all other channels are forced to
close. If that happens I hope the BBC
controllers follow the precedent set 40 years
ago and continue with an uninterrupted
schedule. In particular, I would emphasise
the necessity of continuing to broadcast
‘The Archers’, ‘The News Quiz’ and ‘I’m
sorry I haven’t a clue’. BBC radios 1–4 may
be 40 years old, but the daddy of them all is
Radio 4, at almost 70.
It is almost impossible in this technological
age to imagine what would have to happen
to precipitate a crisis so deep that we’d be
restricted once again to a single radio
station. The need for light relief, the British
ability to laugh in the face of adversity and to
laugh at our leaders and ourselves, could be
our saving grace. While boosting national
morale with my three favourite radio
programmes I could also see a role for them
in issuing coded messages and feeding
misinformation to our enemies (how could
they ever begin to comprehend ‘Mornington
Crescent’?). Therein lies the heartbeat of
Radio 4. Is it really just a comforting relic of
the empire and what it means to be British?
My Archers addiction is already on record,
but now is the time to admit to a weekday
schedule dictated by Radio 4. I wake to John
Humphrys and James Naughtie on ‘The
Today Programme’ and am regularly irritated
by their subtle attempts to subvert my own
opinion on matters of national importance.
Nonetheless, it saves reading a newspaper,
enabling me to multi-task, keeping up with
the news while showering, dressing and
having breakfast.
During the day, ‘Women’s Hour’ or ‘You
and Yours’ are treats while driving to off-site
meetings, but in the evening, routine returns.
My evening meal is prepared during the
18.30 slot and eaten in the company of my
Ambridge friends. Thereafter, it’s ad hoc
listening only if an advance announcement
has whetted my appetite for something
(most often ‘Front Row’). I’m usually sound
asleep before ‘Book at Bedtime’, but I have
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